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The Cox’s RV-7 beautifully painted by
Chris himself after48 days in the
paintshop.
Photo by Joan Cox
The TURN & BANK is the monthly publication of RAAC
Chapter 85 and is intended to keep members informed
as to the club’s activities and to promote safety and
technical excellence in the field of sport aviation. No
responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed or
implied as to the content of articles contained in the
Turn & Bank; the intention is to provide a forum for
discussion and exchange of ideas.
If you have
something for the Turn & Bank, have concerns about
what is in it or have other comments, please contact:
Joan Cox at 604-596-7635 or you may e-mail me at
jr_rosiecox@telus.net or contact me by mail to
11693 - 72A Ave., Delta, BC V4C 1B3. Please help
reduce the cost of printing and mailing the newsletter
by contacting the editor or Rob Prior, 3032 Carina
Place, Burnaby, BC V3J 1B5 to be taken off the mailing
list and added to the electronic mailing list.

Regular Chapter meetings are held on the first
Tuesday of each month at 19:30hrs (7:30pm) in the
clubhouse. Visitors are always welcome. Coffee’s on!
Executive meetings are held on the third Tuesday of
each month at 19:30hrs (7:30pm) in the clubhouse.
RAAC National Homepage:
http://www.raa.ca
RAA Chapter 85 Homepage:
http://www.b4.ca/raa_85
Delta Heritage Airpark Homepage:
http://www3.telus.net/airpark
Source for CARs and Chapter 549
Airworthiness manual:
http://www.aerotraining.com
For inspections of
Amateur Built Aircraft Projects
Contact: MDRA Inspection Services
Ph. 1-877-419-2111
Fax. 1-519-457-0980
email: mdrainsp@on.aibn.com
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Editorial Dribble
Another year is upon us, and we (husband & I) are
real close to getting some air under the wings of RV7. Paint is on and so are some other things but the
list for putting things on seems to grow rather than
diminish. How can that be? Chris strikes two items
off the list and adds three more that he remembers
he still has to do. We have an artist finalizing the
design for our nose and tail art that will be on the
plane. ‘Rosie the Dragon’ is looking real sweet in a
sexy kind of way. Below is a picture of Terry Wilshire
and James Cox (right) supervising the installation
of the wings on our plane. Hopefully we will have
some other members send in pictures of their planes
because soon ours will be finished. T.W., Sorry to
hear about your plane, but you will fly again. This
issue has the last part of my Pit perspective. Best
read if you suffer from insomnia! Just kidding,
maybe. We also have Don Souter’s Reno article and
one of our newest members Linda Todd has
submitted an article on the history of the Boundary
Bay Airport and has included her e-mail address
incase you have any questions for her about our
every changing airspace in the lower mainland.
Thanks Linda, and we are looking forward to read
more.

Rosie

RENO‑2007 A SALUTE TO CHAMPIONS
The 2007 Reno Air races were both tragic and
thrilling. The tragic part is that three pilots lost their
lives.While one was an after hours test flight; the two others
who lost their lives were during racing, right in front of the
grandstands. The thrilling part is the wonderful exitement
that all the races provide for participant and spectator
alike.All who have gone or watched the races on TV marvel
at the speed and precision these pilots use to fly the plane
around the pylons.
As most of you know we now have a new racer in
our midst. With his team of top notch craftspeople and
cheering section; Adrian Cooper; is now hooked on
Formula One Racing--- airplane style.The crew's story has
been told by our editor “ Rosie-the-riveter” Cox who took
notes and kept track of everything going on around
Adrian's plane “Miss Twitchie”. Apparently Twitchie is
going on a diet for next years race--- more later on that.
The annual event simply known as Reno by pilots
all over, becomes the best spectacle of above ground
entertainment that could be imagined. Not only the high
energy racing but also some of the best and most
entertaining airshow acts are seen here at Reno. Perfromers
from Mike Goulian doing aerobatics to Kent Pietsch with
his comedy and “no engine” acts in slow mo in an Interstate
Cadet. All Jet teams in one year or another show up at Reno- but the crowd favorite is our very own Snowbirds Air
Demonstration team.
The racing now starts on Wednesday at around
noon, so that all the races can be completed.Six classes of
planes compete in Gold, Silver, or Bronze categories, sorted
by speed. While the Jet Class now holds the fastest lap
speed record with a T-33 qualifying at 525+ mph, the big
race is still the BIG PISTON engines in the Unlimited Gold
that will bring the crowd to their feet. These modified WW2
fighters are true beasts powering out at over 5000 admitted
to horsepower per plane they put on a show that must be
seen! A true story book ending when having claimed the
Championship Rare Bear declared a MAYDAY. It seems
that 300 kt. is a little too fast to land. With fuel rapidly
disappearing because of a stuck throttle, John Penny
expertly planned and made a perfect engine out landing to
the standing ovation of the crowd. A proper celebration may
now begin with the return of a past champion favorite to the
podium.
To see this exitement for yourself plan to be in Reno for
2008 in September. September 10-14, 2008 inclusive , with
the qualifying beginning on the Sunday prior to that date. I
know I have plans for 7 days in the sun and dust of the
desert, for the fun known as Reno Air Races.
Don W. Souter
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Membership Renewal

Ah, February. When a Chapter Member's heart
turns to thoughts of... paying membership fees.
Yes, it's that time again, we're all due for
membership renewals. The fees this year
remain unchanged from 2007, and are as
follows: Individual Member: $65 Individual
memberships are for full membership in the
Chapter for an individual. One person receives
the right to vote on Chapter business and make
use of Chapter facilities. Individual members
may book the clubhouse for private functions,
rent space in the RAA hangar or tie downs (when
available), rent the paint shop, and fly the
Chapter aircraft (after a checkout). Individual
members may run for positions on the
Executive as long as they are members in good
standing, but may only run for positions as
Directors after 5 years of consecutive
membership. Family Membership: $120
Family memberships are available for any
families where more than one person wishes to
be an active participant in the Chapter and/or
make use of club facilities. In general this
means that parents will each receive Individual
memberships, and any children will receive
Associate memberships. Chapter Associate: $20
Associates are people who don't wish to be active
in the Chapter, but who still wish to receive a
newsletter each month. Chapter Associates
may not use the clubhouse for private activities,
may not fly the Chapter aircraft, may not rent
the paint shop or hangar/tie down space, and
may not run for any positions on the executive. A
Late Fee: $5 We try to get everyone to renew in the
first two months of the year, so the membership
chairman can relax a bit in the other months. To
encourage early renewals, we charge a late fee of $5
January/February

To any member who renews after the February
General Meeting. As this notice will only be going
out in the January/February newsletter, we will
extend our usual deadline until the end of the March
meeting, in order to allow everyone to see the
article. RAA Canada Affiliation Fee: $15 RAA
Canada Membership: $53.50 In 2002, RAA
Chapter 85 decided to require that all members
become RAA Canada members as well. As most of
the membership already held memberships with
RAA Canada, this was not really a problem.
However, there were some members who were
strongly opposed to this move. We elected to allow
any such member to decide *at that time* to
abstain from membership in RAA Canada. Those
members may chose not to be members of RAA
Canada, but they must pay an Affiliation Fee of $15.
This fee is forwarded to RAA annually to cover the
cost of the insurance policy that they carry on behalf
of all chapters and members across Canada.
Membership in RAA Canada supports the only
organization in Ottawa who is working to ensure
the continuation of Recreational Aviation (ie.
Experimental or Amateur-Built aircraft) in
Canada. No other organization in Canada has the
ear of Transport Canada on this topic, and we feel
strongly that it is our responsibility to support them
with our membership fees. We have been collecting
and forwarding RAA Canada memberships for new
Chapter members when they join, but renewals
should be paid directly to RAA Canada, using the
renewal notice that members will receive each year.
If you don't get a renewal notice, give Marina a call
at RAA Canada at 1-800-387-1028, and she'll let
you know where you stand. I hope this answers any
questions about Membership that people may
have. If there are any unanswered questions, bring
them to the February meeting, or contact me via
email at raa85@b4.ca and I will try to answer them
for you. Rob Prior Membership ChairmanRAA
Chapter 85
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Here & There
Mark your calendars for these
Breakfast dates 9:00am 11:00am on the second Sunday
of the month $4.00each

January 13
- Ron Z
February 10
- RAA 85
March 9
- BBFC
April 13th
- Ron Z
May 11th
- RAA85
June 8th
- BBFC
July 6th (Sat.) Fly-in Ron Z & RAA85 teams
August 10th
- RAA85
September 14 - BBFC
October 12
- Ron Z
November 9th - RAA85
December 14th - BBFC

WA Aviation Association
Northwest Aviation Conference &
Trade Show
Showplex - Blue Gate
Western Washington Fairgrounds
110 9th Avenue SW
Puyallup, WA 983710162
FEBRUARY 23-24, 2008
Open to public:
SATURDAY 9-5:30 /
SUNDAY 10 - 4 PM
IF you fly into Thum Field, a Shuttle
is available every ½hr (after 8:30am)
leaving from Spencer Aircraft.

Admission $5.00
It is good for
both Saturday &
Sunday if you
wish to attend
both days

Forum Speakers include:
Phil Boyer
AOPA President

Bryan Webster
SAFETY - Underwater evacuation
EGRESS TRAINING FOR PILOTS AND PASSENGERS
Aviation Egress Systems, Ltd. Victoria, BC

Bruce Webster

Monthly Speaker

Worked on six versions of Microsoft Flight Simulator, now
owns his own consulting company which develops training
materials for pilots and flight instructors

February 5th:
Gerry Binnema
Transport Canada Systems Safety
Re-currency Training

March 4th (usual time and place)
Vancouver TCC Tour - Time TBA

April 1st (usual time and place)
BCIT tour of the new facilities -Time TBA
January/February

Dan Hargrove
Rocky Mountain College
Professor and the Director of Aviation at the college, he
oversees classroom instruction, flight training. His experience
includes instructor pilot on the T-38, seven years of service
flying Air Force ‘Two’ and was flying the backup aircraft for the
President of the United States on September 11, 2001
Check out the web site at www.washington-aviation.org
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PART 2 - PIT PERSPECTIVE
(Reno Air Races)
by Joan Cox

4:50am Wednesday - Well this is the big day for us as it is will be the very first Heat Race that we
participate in. I say ‘we’ because it is a joint venture, its not just a pilot-only journey. Without a crew
behind him for support and to work on the airplane he would not likely take off, to be sure that it takes a lot
of hard work by the pilot who does the flying, as well as working on the plane, and getting all the
accolades, but it is truly a team effort.
By 6am we are at the hangar, and Jack and Alex are already pushing the plane out of the hangar
and out to the flight line for an early practice flight for us, and the odd one or two planes that still have to
qualify.
6:30am - Adrian is in the air, with three circuits passes over the runway to get his line, he is down 6
minutes later. Taking the second taxiway off the main runway and we can take it easy till 11:30 roll out for
our first heat race at 12:30
7:00am - I help Grace from the Formula One office set up the coffee, donuts & bagels for the pilots
and crew. She has been doing it for years. Today I can give her a hand and do what I can because we have
time to relax. Chris takes pictures of ‘Mariah’ a four time Formula One -Gold winner and ‘N-A-Rush’ which
are pitting across from us. Beautiful planes from the Boise, Idaho area. Chris comes back and and decides
to sand the ailerons and elevator surfaces down as they are fabric and have nubbies on them. To reduce
drag, Chris wet sands those surfaces with 2000 grit sandpaper. Alex follows with the polish, as Gary Peare,
Bob Salway and Adrian work on his helmet to get better movement from the visor. With those tasks
completed, Chris and Adrian use white drag reducing tape apply it the elevator and other spots that they
think need it using the white
11:15am - A last minute nervous pee break before we begin the parade to the post! If you have
never seen it, it’s a beautiful parade of airplanes, as an assortment of vehicles towing an equal number of
airplanes parade down a taxiway to the end of the runway! A sight to behold!
11:30am - Making sure we all have our armbands visible, we roll out the plane to the front of the
hangar as Alex drives up with the pick-up truck, Jack and Chris place the tail-wheel on the tail gate and
climb in (sitting on the tailgate, no standing allowed, if anyone is caught standing in the back of a pickup
truck they will not be permitted pass the no-prop zone and if caught a second time the whole crew
including pilot are expelled from the races. They don’t mess around, while crew members in a pickup truck
were attending to their downed airplane, one of the crew was killed as he fell out of the moving vehicle,
the pilot ironically survived the crash.) I jump into the cab with Alex and Adrian follows me in. We drive
slowly to the No-Prop Zone and wait for the T-6’s to taxi pass us as their Heat Race precedes ours.
12 noon - We roll down the taxiway to Runway 08, following the vehicle in front of us, we are
watching what others are doing as this is new to us yet we seem to . It takes just a few minutes to slowly
make our way to the end of the taxiway where we wait before taking our place on the runway. I’m getting
a bit nervous even though everyone around us seems relaxed. We have to stay close to our plane but can
get out of the truck if we have our armbands on. Alex not having an armband must stay in the truck. A pilot
meeting is held near the lead airplane, officials giving last minute instructions and safety tips to the pilots.
I should explain how we got to this first bronze heat race. Only 24 positions are available in 3 divisions, the
8 fastest times fly in the Gold division, the next 8 fastest fly in Silver and the last 8 fly for Bronze. We were
lucky this year as 26 airplanes were pre-registered for Formula One but only 24 raced and qualified, which
guaranteed us a position, and based on our qualifying time we are in the 8th or last spot in the bronze heat
race. We knew that we were going to be slower than most and it turned out that we were heavy too. Next
year will be a different story. So here we are in our first official race, where Adrian will be flying with 7 other
January/February
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pilots all flying the same 7 lap course. Watching Adrian, he is calm, composed looking more like a
seasoned racer who has been here many times before and doesn’t look anywhere as nervous as I feel.
12:30pm - This is it, we get the signal to make our way onto the runway. I wish I had remembered
to bring the camera. The first row of three airplanes abreast sets up on the runway, 400 feet behind them
row two sets up with two airplanes abreast and we set up at the end of the runway 400 feet behind them in
the third row with again three airplanes abreast, 8 airplanes in total. WOW! I hope that you can picture
this. How many people can say that they have stood on Runway 08 of the Reno/Stead Airport holding onto
the wing of an airplane. I can! Alex stops the truck and Jack and Chris hop of the tailgate with ‘miss
twitchie’ in tow. Alex follows the rest of the tow vehicles to a holding area to wait for us. We are now lined
up with the two other airplanes in our row, both of whom are rookies, and one being fellow canadian Larry
Mashowski from the Calgary area. A flag man holding a red flag stands about 50’ in front of us, giving us
ten fingers. 10 minutes to a green flag if all is well. 9 fingers! 8 fingers! I’m getting more nervous. Jack
goes through a hand-signal check list with Adrian. 7 fingers to go! With Jack back on the tail, Adrian starts
the engine and does his full run-up with Jack holding onto the fin and Chris and I holding onto the wings. 5
fingers to go, I missed the 6 finger mark. Now 4 fingers, then 3. Chris gives me the walk around to the rear
signal to head to the truck. Chris and Jack let go of the airplane and start to walk away, I let go too and
watch in slo-mo as ‘miss-twitchie’ rolls ahead. I glance up to see horror on the face of the flagman as our
airplanes rolls forward. Ooooppps! I yell at Chris and Jack and they come back, we put Adrian back in his
place. Jack gives Adrian the two handed fist-squeezing gesture for brakes on. Adrian nods and gives the
thumbs up. It is difficult to keep both feet on the brakes for 5 minutes. Don’t believe me, try it some day.
With Adrian back in place we quickly run to the pick-up truck, jumping in we drive up the taxi-way and
watch as row one is given the green flag, they launch, row two has the green flag and they launch, and
finally row three is given the green flag and we have a successful launch. We watch as Adrian having a
slow take-off heads into the course. Yippeee! We are in the air! The first three laps are high and wide.
Adrian explains later that with all the airplanes on the course it was turbulent and to be on the safe side
went high and wide to stay out of the faster airplanes way. His next two laps are much better. Adrian gets
lapped around pylon 6 and as the lead airplane crosses home pylon with the checkered flag, the race is
done for Adrian with 5 laps completed, but we finished second to the leader. Once on the ground, we gas
up the airplane as Adrian debriefs us on how he felt the flight went. He explains that he had lost sight of an
airplane so felt it was wise to go wide on the first three laps but was tighter and lower on the following
three laps. Into pylon seven, of lap six he gets a high temperature reading, fortunately he is lapped and
with the race done he does a sharp pull-up after passing home pylon cooling the engine down. It is
determined that the airplanes is too heavy and needs to go on a diet. Back in the pits we discover blood on
the cowl just below the air intake vent. Bird Strike! That explains the rise in temperature. Upon further
review we find blood on the spinner too. Cowls are removed, a thorough examination was done but no
bird or remains was ever found. The rest of the day was spent tweaking ‘miss t’witchie’. The starter is
removed and after Chris takes a straight edge to other airplanes ailerons and he decides that our ailerons
needed to be raised as they were sitting too low. It took a lot of fussing but the job is done. The ‘heat race’
times are posted and we fly at 9:20am tomorrow morning. Parade to the post begins at 7:15am. Early to
bed and early to rise. We head out to a restaurant that serves great margaritas. The food turns out to be
good too.
5:30am - Thursday, 13th, Body is on auto-pilot now. Showered, dressed and in the lobby to meet
Adrian at 6am, the usual drive, grocery pick-up and at the airport in time for Adrian’s 7am pilots meeting. If
he misses one he might as well go home as he can’t fly anymore.
7:15am we begin to roll the airplane out to the front of the hangar, even though we don’t fly until
the third race (Gold heat race begins at 8am, then a Bi-plane heat race, then us) we still have to be ready. I
have everything this time, camera, earplugs, clean-up rag empty bladder (no peeing on the runway or
taxiway allowed) as we begin the parade to the post. The air is cool as we wait for the Gold’s to take off and
January/February
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take-off and upon completions of their heat race, land, but it starts to warm up as the Bi-planes take to the
air complete their heat race and then land. When they are all clear we get the signal to line up on the
runway. Because of several DNS (did not start), DNF (did not finish) and Dq’s (disqualified -usually for flying
below the ‘R; in RENO of the Home Pylon). With seven planes in this heat race, its a 3 plane, 2 plane, 2 plane
set-up. Adrian gets the number 4 spot, we are put on the left side with the other plane to our right. Inside
track for Adrian as he has a row of airplanes in front of him and a row of airplanes behind him, if nothing else
it will be a good experience. All set up, I snap some picture with my digital camera. Awesome feeling again.
We get the ten finger countdown. Six fingers, Jack hand starts the engine at the six finger mark. No nerves
today as I feel like we are veterans now. At the two finger mark, Jack makes sure Adrian is on the brakes as
we take off to the truck for the ride to the waiting area. All the rows get the green flag and as we are driving
away I snap a shot of Brian Reberry in “N-A-Rush” from row three passing Adrian. Brian is 10’ in the air as he
passes Adrian still on the ground. Gees, he’s fast, Wow! Adrian has a better race and is lapped by Brian on
the sixth lap. And crosses Home Pylon second again. Only got lapped once this time. Getting better. Well
Done Adrian!
9:30am Back in the pit area, cowls come off looking for any problems, Check oil, plugs, etc. Problem,
when the lower cowl was taken off, the exhaust stack on the right front (cylinder 3) is broken and needs
some major repair. Time to find Gordon again and see if he will help us, need for canadian beer (he likes
that).
11am - Chris starts working on new air ramps, as the old ones he made the day before don’t fit
anymore since he and Jack had shimmed the engine. Good thing he suggested bringing sheets of
aluminum along, though he might run out if this keeps up.
11:30am - Groups of children from local schools come through the pits, we didn’t realize it but
apparently on Thursday and Friday of race day the schools have field trips to the races. The kids get to meet
and talk to the pilots and get their autographs too! Luckily Adrian here and he does some talking to the kids
and signing his autograph in their books. I take more pictures as Adrian explains how he flies around the
pylons.
3:30pm After spending a couple of hours running doing a tool, food and clean laundry run we arrive
back at our pit area where we are informed by Gary Peare that during a heat race he and Bob Salway were
watching an L-39 Albatross crashed in front of the grandstand area where they were sitting killing the pilot.
Oh My! Another death. Officials cancel the rest of the races and airshow for the day.
4:30pm - Chris works on the lower cowl with Jack to get it to fit right. Gordon comes around and
looks at what is needed. We spend several hours puttering around. We get and invite to go over to Keith
McMann’s (fellow Canadian) T-6 pit for some scallops and prawns. I an so there! With a full stomach and a
drink in our hand we wander to the next row of T-6’s where a pit party is going on. A bunch of average
blokes with instruments are playing some great music, Chris and I watch as Adrian dances, he sure looks
happy. Smiles all around. No flying for us tomorrow so we can party!
7:00am - Friday 14th, Chris and I slept in as Adrian got a ride out to the airport with Tom Watson
(Canadian pitting for Larry Mashowski, Adrian helps Larry in his heat race). We meet up with Mike Neff for
breakfast and then head to the airport where I have a pit-pass wrist band for Mike. Gordon has the exhaust
stack welded together and it is ready for install.
9:30am - Chris, Adrian and I are in the pits when we receive word that #95 ‘Mariah’ flown by Gary
Hubler and #4 ‘Alley Cat’ flying in a Gold heat were involved in a mid-air and that Gary may be dead. I can’t
believe it, it can’t be true. A man that a few days earlier was laughing and smiling and enjoying life is gone.
Its not fair. Jack later tells us that he was standing beside Gary’s wife and that she screamed her husband’s
name and collapsed onto the ground when the accident occurred. She is in shock, as we all are. It is
suddenly quiet in the hangar, like time has stood still. A baby is screaming, uncontrollable, unconsolable.
Gary’s granddaughter, Brian Reberry’s wife Sherawn is trying to soothe her but she knows something is
wrong, babies always know. I take the baby from her as Sherawn herself is upset, as I try to comfort both of
January/February
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5:30am - SaturdayThough we don’t have to fly today, Adrian wants to sit in on the pilots’s meeting at
7am, so we are up at the usual time and head out. We also wanted to be there to support all pilots that have
chosen to fly. Brian Reberry is another great man with a great family and crew and we very much wanted
him to win First place in Bronze for himself and for Gary and his family and crew. He takes the Bronze with
grace and style. And we wave as he and his crew are paraded in front of the grandstand on the back of an
antique fire truck.
Early afternoon, we have more visitors to our pit area, locals from home drop by to chat. Ray
Roussey, Tony and Mary Swain as well as Kevin Sitka (COPA Pres.) among others. Not much to do today.
More picture taking and wandering around the other airplane pits.
5pm - Time to change into some nice clothes (actually nice slacks paired with the golf shirts that I
had made up with the team t’witchie logo on them, [I have several sizes available for sale if you wish to
support Adrian in his venture.]) We finally locate the tent where the Formula One banquet is to be held,
we’re early as the Rookies have to do all the work, set-up, the serving, and the clean-up. We set-up and
await the arrival of the food. All Rookie pilots must serve the food and I grab an early place of food then take
some pictures of the rookies serving. They seemed to be enjoying themselves and hopefully there will be
some food leftover for them to eat. After dinner awards are giving out to the Top Rookie, Top Crew Chief
and Top Pit Crew etc. None for us, that’s OK. A mini contest, pitting the Formula One Techs against the
Rookies with the Rookies winning. Way to go Adrian. Trophies are being handed out as Chris gets a phone
call and disappears outside the tent, moments later he is motioning me over to the door. He tells me that
James (our son) called to tell us that my young six month old kitten was dead, from unknown causes. I am
heart-broken, I was so looking forward to seeing my Padmey in a few short days. Tears flow, for Paddy, for
Gary and for all the others so unfairly taken way too soon. We leave the banques when it is polite to do so,
Adrian has to fly in the morning and so the parade to the post is at 7:15, another early start.
5am - Sunday 16th September: For being on vacation we sure are getting up really early. This is the
our main event and an exciting one. By the time we get to the airport Jack and Alex and Mike had the
airplane dusted and ready to roll for the parade. Alex gets the truck as Jack, Chris and I push the airplane.
Up on the tailgate the tail-wheel goes, followed by Jack and Chris. I tell Mike to hop into the cab, really he
says, as long as you don’t get out you can come along. A smiling Mike gets in with Alex and Adrian and I hop
on the back of the pick-up, trying not to get grease on my new Formula One Reno Air Racing jacket. Good
chance for me to take more pictures of Jack and Chris and the sunrise. Our Silver race is the first of the day,
in eight spot we trail the rest of our group down the taxiway to the hold area, to wait. One final pilot meeting
as we stand around chatting. I hand Mike my arm band and tell him to go wander with the boys. An
unexpected thrill for him. (At least I hope it was, because every time I’m out there on the taxiway or runway
it is a thrill, a new on every time.) We get the call to roll, Mike hops into the truck giving me the armband
back. This is it! Once again we line up on te runway. We are in the last row again, we set up like pros.
Almost 500 pictures taken over the course of the week,(thank heaven for digital cameras and CD’s) as I
have time to take more pictures and as I do it is like time has slowed down. I see people moving going
crews fussing with their planes and pilots going through preset motions and I once again am in awe of
where I am standing and what is happening. A dream really, as I watch the beehive of activity around me.
The moment is quickly over as I see Jack hand prop the airplane and realize that we are now at the six
minute count-down. Five fingers, four fingers, Jack goes over the check list with Adrian again using hand
signals, three fingers, two fingers, Jack hand signals ‘brakes on’ thumbs up from Adrian, away we run to the
truck and sail up to the wait and watch area. I shand with Chris and Brian Reberry (he was helping pit
another airplane). It goes well, I don’t know who wins but Adrian finishes all seven laps and crosses home
pylon in eight place. Yippee! We did it we finished the race! I’m thinking, look out next year, cause I can’t
wait till we actually pass someone on the course. It’s going to be great.( Yup, I’m already thinking of next
year, in fact we all were at every turn of this journey, so much to do, so many changes need to be made, so
little time. But that is another story.) We have little time to relish this feeling as we have a busy few hours
January/February
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Ahead of us. The airplane and all our gear needs to be out of the hangar by 1o’clock as the final banquet
(where all the trophies and money prizes are handed out) and as our hangar is the backdrop for the event
we all must get the heck out. Not an easy task for us. Most crews have their airplane trailered in, but not us
Adrian flow it down and must fly it back home, so what came off must go back on. Gary Peare tackles the
antenna and radios, while Jack, Chris and Mike get under, over and all around the engine. Adrian and I get
the fun stuff, packing the trailer and Jimmy for the ride home. The entire hangar is once again a beehive of
activity as all the other teams are in the same boat. A new race.
12:44pm - We are finished, done and a parking spot is found for the airplane til tomorrow morning
when Adrian heads home. We have the rest of the day to wander and chat with others. The banquet is set
to begin at 5pm, with tickets in hand we head back to the hangar and realized that we should have staked
out a table, we get on in the back the furthest from the stage and the food. I give my food ticket to Mike as I
am not hungry, the excitement, the rush, the thrills and tragedy over the past week has taken more out of
me than I realized. Dinner and trophies a blur, but I listen as they announce the winners of the F1 Silver race
and Adrian’s name is called out. We cheer and Adrain heads up to collect his spoils. He gets his trophy and
brings it back to the table where pictures of us and the trophy are taken. The evening slowly winds down
and we head back to the hotel.
7:00am Monday, 17th Sept. - We meet Mike for breakfast and then head to the airport to see Adrian
off, we say one last goodbye to the few pilots and crew that were at the airport and we too start our last lag
our this journey. Home! Mike is on his bike and as we both roll down the road, we bid him goodbye till later
as we planned to meet up later in the evening around the Dalles and spend the night there. We were
planning to head south and swing by Napa Valley, CA see some friends and do more wine tasting, but Chris
had important meetings that he had to attend on Wednesday so our direction is north. The GPS is
programmed for the Dalles and we head out. The drive is quiet as we are both absorbed in our own
thoughts and feelings of the past week. Exhausted from the experience but excited about the prospect of
doing it all over again next year. Gluttons for punishment. Mike calls us on one of this breaks and we meet
for lunch, Chris and I share the driving, I sleep as he drives and he dozes and reads as I drive. Mike finds a
hotel and it is dark when we drive up. I don’t like the look of the place and head across the street, to a Best
Western, with the government rate it is the same as Mike’s dive, oops sorry, hotel. With the Jimmy and
trailer parked out in front of the hotel (where we think it is safe) and us checked in we walk the two blocks to
a family restaurant, that has good drinks and food.
8am Tuesday, 18th Sept. - A good night sleep and we are on our way again, and hoping to be home
by 9pm. We keep in touch with Mike and after lunch he offers me a ride on his bike. Love it! Love it so much
that I fall asleep on the back, almost I feeling so comfortable and at ease that I lean my head on his back
and close my eyes. Just feeling the wind and the motion of the bike as we go around corners. Sweet! The
weather is changing as the smell of rain is in the air. And Mike has had enough of me resting on his back I am
send back to the Jimmy. Just in time, as Mike gets his rain gear on, the rain starts. Off Mike goes as he zips
down the road, we meet up with him one last time for a relaxing lunch in a out of the way place. Chris and I
decide to take highway 9 up through the east side of Seattle and encounter hail. A far cry from the hot sun
we were soaking up just a day and a half ago. We once again sail through customs and just after 9pm drive
into our carport. Home
An amazing vacation. One that I wish to do again and again. If you have never been to the Reno Air
Races, I encourage you to go, if just once. Be sure to get a pit pass and if you can afford to do it get passes
for some of the special tents, like the President’s Club where the food is incredible. Yum, Yum!
The long and short of it from the pits, it that it is a place where the excitement never ends, the
planes, the people are what draw you to the races and keep you coming back year after year. I will again
come hell or high water be there. To see old friends and meet new ones. Hope to see you there.
Reno Air Races September 10-14, 2008 SEE YOU THERE!!!!!!
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A Brief History of Boundary Bay Airport
At the start of World War II there were a number of airports
constructed across Canada in support of the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Boundary Bay was one
of those airfields built to train aircrew for the war effort.

Initially the British Royal Air Force operated the training
facility with the support of the fledgling Royal Canadian Air
Force. The RCAF provided air defense using Kittyhawk and
later Hurricane fighter aircraft to defend against invasion by
Japanese forces.

Boundary Bay was re-activated as a general aviation airport
in 1983. Initially air traffic controllers operated from a mobile
control tower located near the present tower but by June
1984 the newly constructed control tower was ready for
operation. Traffic quickly increased and by 1991 it was the
third busiest airport in Canada with total movements of
238,000.

Initially the only equipment at the controllers' disposal was
the radio and binoculars. In April 1994 the first digitized
radar display was installed. It was a very basic display with
targets but no data tags or other information. Then in 1999 a
new PC based radar system was installed which provides
full data tagging.
Boundary Bay Airport, initially owned by Transport Canada,
is now owned by the Municipality of Delta and operated by
Alpha Aviation. Only one of the original war time hangars
survived and is still in use by small businesses and a
maintenance facility. New construction continues at a rapid
pace and our once remote military training base is now a
hub of big business and a world leader in flight training.

The aircrews being trained at Boundary Bay were destined
for Bomber Command and received multi-engine
experience on the B25D Mitchell before graduating to the
larger B24 Liberator. In April 1944 the base was turned over
to the RCAF and No. 5 Operational Training Unit was
formed. This unit was to train flight crews for the Far East
Tiger Force using Lancaster and Lincoln heavy bombers.
With the end of the war in August 1945 the Tiger Force was
stood down and the closure of Boundary Bay was only a few
months away.

By the end of the war 192 crews had been trained by the
RCAF and on October 31, 1945 Boundary Bay was closed
as a military training base. In 1946 the Army constructed a
communications base which operated until 1968. Between
1968 and 1983 when the airport was needed to take the
small training aircraft out of Vancouver, the runways were
used by car clubs for racing and the two big hangars
housed a skating arena and a mobile home factory.

January/February

By Linda Todd
Unit Operations Specialist
Boundary Bay Airport
Toddl@navcanada.ca
604-940-7125
[Linda is one of our newest members and brings a
wealth of knowledge to our chapter. Her first article
starts us off with a brief history of Boundary Bay
Airport and next month she promised one on ATC. If
you have any questions about ATC or procedures, you
can e-mail her at the above address or if you want to
want to remain anonymous you can e-mail me and I will
pass it on - ED]
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Aircraft Portraits

Rob Prior
AirFrame@b4.ca
www.airframe.ca

3032 Carina Place, Burnaby, BC, V3J 1B5

604.422.8446
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